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Abstract 
We develop a method for interpolating scattered data on sphere-like surfaces based on a local triangular patch which is 
constructed from a blend of certain spherical Bernstein-Bkzier polynomials introduced recently by Alfeld, Neamtu and 
Schumaker (I 996). The method produces a C’ interpolant which matches values and derivatives, and is a natural analog 
of a planar method of Foley and Opitz (1992) and Goodman and Said (1991). We also show how the same approach can 
be used to construct a C2 quintic hybrid patch matching second derivative information as an analog of a planar method 
of Chang and Said (1995). 
Keywords: Spherical data fitting; Rational patches; Hybrid Bezier patches 
1. Introduction 
We begin by stating the interpolation problem of interest. Suppose S is the unit sphere (or 
a sphere-like surface, see Remark 8.1), and that {c~>;=, is a set of scattered points located on S. 
Given real numbers (Fiji= 1, we seek a function s defined on S which interpolates the given data in 
the sense that 
s(c;) =,f;.. i = 1, ) II. (1.1) 
This problem arises in many applications, and a variety of methods for solving it have been 
proposed. see [4] and references therein. Our approach is to construct an interpolant defined 
piecewise over a spherical triangulation with vertices at the data points. Each piece of the 
interpolant is defined locally over a single triangle using spherical analogs of the classical 
Bernstein-Bkzier polynomials recently introduced by Alfeld et al. [2-41. To avoid having to 
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subdivide triangles, we employ the blending idea which Foley and Opitz [6] and Goodman and 
Said [7] used to create rational (hybrid) patches on planar triangles. 
In this paper our aim is to construct a C’ cubic hybrid patch on a spherical triangle. The 
approach can easily be adapted to produce a C2 quintic hybrid patch, see Remark 8.3. We proceed 
as follows. First we create a (spherical) triangulation of S with vertices at the data points. Then on 
each triangle T we construct a function which interpolates the given values and prescribed 
derivatives at each of the three vertices of T. Each piece of the interpolant is a blended version of 
the spherical Bernstein-Bezier polynomials introduced in [2], and is constructed in such a way that 
the pieces fit together to form a globally C’ surface. The method retains virtually all of the 
advantages of the spherical Clough-Tocher method discussed in [4], but without the need to split 
triangles. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation related to 
spherical barycentric coordinates and spherical Bernstein-Bezier polynomials. Our new hybrid 
cubic patch is introduced in Section 3, and in Section 4 we show how it can be used to solve the 
interpolation problem. In Section 5 we present the results of some numerical experiments and 
a comparison with the Clough-Tocher method discussed in [4]. The problem of how to estimate 
derivative information at the data points is examined in Section 6. In Section 7 we discuss some 
numerical experiments using estimated derivatives. Finally, we conclude the paper with several 
remarks. For simplicity, we assume throughout the paper that S is the sphere, but everything 
carries over immediately to sphere-like surfaces, see Remark 8.1. 
2. Spherical harycentric coordinates and SBB-polynomials 
The following notation is taken from [2]. Suppose (ci),?= 1 is a set of linearly independent unit 
vectors (points on the unit sphere S). Then 
T = (1’~s: 1’ = h,~, + hL1.2 + h31.3, hi 3 01 
is a spherical triangle with vertices I’~. Us, r3. For each c on S. the unique real numbers hi, bZ, b3 are 
called the spherical harycentric coordinutes qj‘r bvith respect to T. 
Given an integer d. the set of functions 
Bfjk(c) := &  hi bib:. I  
i+j+k=d. 
.  .  
are called the spherical Bernstein busis polJmmials associated with T. As shown in [2], they can be 
viewed as homogeneous functions of degree d whose extensions to R3 form a basis for all 
homogeneous polynomials of degree d. A function of the form 
P(r) = 1 (.ijkByjk(C), (2-l) 
i+ j-k=d 
with Cijk E [w is called a spherical Bernstein-Bkier (SBB)-polynomial or SBB-patch. 
It is shown in [Z] that SBB-polynomials possess almost all of the properties of the classical 
planar Bernstein-Bezier polynomials. In particular, they are easy to store, can be evaluated by 
a stable and efficient version of the de Casteljau algorithm, have derivatives which are again 
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SBB-polynomials, and can be easily joined together to construct convenient classes of splines on 
the sphere S and on general sphere-like surfaces. 
For later use, we recall that the coefficients cijk of an SBB-patch can be associated with the 
domain points 
F (h-1 +jr2 + kc,) iijk + ,, icl +jL.2 + kl’3,. i + i + k = d. 
Here 11 ) denotes the usual Euclidean norm in R3. We are particularly interested in d = 3, in which 
case we can refer to the coefficient L’ 1 1 1 as an interior coefficient, and the other nine coefficients as 
boundary coejkients. 
Suppose p is an SBB-polynomial in the form (2.1), and that g is an arbitrary vector in R3. Then 
(see [4, Theorem 3.31) the directional derivative of p (considered as a trivariate homogeneous 
function) 
L&p(c) := $plr: + fQ)l,=, = yVp(c) (2.2) 
is given by 
&P@) = d c ci:.k(Y) Bfji ’ h’), (2.3) 
i-j+k=d- 1 
where 
(‘:jk(Y) = hl(g)ci+l,j.k + h2(Y)(‘i.j+l.k + b3(g)ci.j.k+1, i +j + k = d - l> (2.4) 
and (h,(g). hz(y), b3(g)) are the spherical barycentric coordinates of y relative to T. 
We close this section with an interpolation result from [4]. For any two vertices of T, let Dij 
denote the directional derivative corresponding to the direction L’~ - ci, where we interpret 
subscripts mod 3. 
Lemma 2.1. The nine houndar~~ co@ic.ients qf a cubic> SBB-polynomial p are uniquely> determined by 
the calues p(~i), Di,i+ Ip(Ci). and Di,i+zp(ti), i = 1.2,3. 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 5.33. The coefficients at the vertices match the given values, i.e., 
(‘300 = P(“I)- (‘030 = P(Vz), (‘003 = P(l.3). 
The remaining boundary coefficients of p are determined by the derivatives at the vertices. For 
example. 
(‘210 = (‘300 + 3bLPW. El 
3. A hybrid cubic SBB-patch 
Given a spherical triangle T = (L.~, cl, c3 ), let ? be its interior, and ST its boundary. For each 
i = 1,2,3. let ei be the side opposite Ci corresponding to hi = 0. Motivated by the planar case [6, 71, 
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we define a hybrid cubic SBB-patch by 
P(Q) = C cijkB;k(r). 
i+j+k=3 
with 
(3.1) 
(‘1 I1 = (‘11, (I’) = i r&b,, h7, h,), (3.2) 
I= 1 
where A, are prescribed functions. Here x1, rz, X~ and the (‘ijk except for c1 1 1 are given real numbers, 
and h,. h,. h3 are the barycentric coordinates of 2’ with respect to T. 
Substituting (3.2) in (3.1) and rearranging the sums, it follows immediately that 
P(c) = c ‘%(r)&(c). I=1 
where p!(c) is the ordinary SBB-patch which has the interior coefficient cl r 1 (~1) = x1 and the same 
boundary coefficients as P. This means that P is just a blend of three SBB-patches. 
In order to assure that P has certain desirable properties, throughout the remainder of the paper 
we assume that the blending functions satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(HI) A/(L) := A/(hl (ti), h,(r),&(c)) IS continuous on ? and bounded on T. 
(H2) I:=, A,(V) E 1 for L‘E T. 
(H3) A,(U) = 1 on the interior of el, and is zero on the rest of cST, 
(H4) Al is positively homogeneous, i.e.. A,(U) = &A,(c) for some real p and all positive real 
numbers a, 
T 
(H5) 2 is continuous on ?, and 
\ 
lim i/l,(c) 
I~*;7 ih, 
B:ll(L-) -0. (3.3) 
Some specific choices for the A, are given in Section 4.2 below. In the remainder of this section we 
show that under these hypotheses, the hybrid patch is well-defined and is a C1 function on T. We 
begin with continuity. 
Theorem 3.1. Thr hybrid patch P is a c.ontinuous,func.tion on T. 
Proof. First we observe that for I’ on the boundary iT of T, P reduces to the ordinary SBB- 
polynomial p. whose boundary coefficients are the same as those of P, and whose interior 
coefficient is 0. Since P is clearly continuous on ?, it suffices to consider what happens as we 
approach FT. Now in view of (Hl). it is clear that if L* E CT1 then P(C) 4 P(c*) = po(v*) as 
1’+r*. 0 
For later use we note that the values of P at the vertices are given by 
P(C,) = c300. 0~~2) = (‘030> P(l’3) = (‘003. (3.4) 
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We now turn to directional derivatives of P. In view of our assumption (H4) on the Al, a hybrid 
SBB-patch has a natural extension to R3 as a homogeneous function. This allows us to compute its 
directional derivatives by the formula (2.2). 
Theorem 3.2. For any’ cector y in R 3, D, P is a c~ontinuou.sfunc.tion on T. For CE ?, 
D,P(r) = 3 2 (~~jk(Y)B$k(~) -t CDq~,~l(~)lBf~~(~~), 
i+j+k=2 
(3.5) 
where L.ijk are dcfinrd hi (2.4), und 
D,c,,,(L’) = i 
I= I 
(3.6) 
Moreowrjiw points 1’ on the edge el, we hate D, P( c) = D,p,, where pI is the ordinury SBB-polynomial 
whose boundary c’oejfkients are the same us those of P, and whose interior coe&ient is cq. 
Proof. We first examine D, P(c) for CE ?. Applying D, to (3.1) and using the chain rule, we 
immediately get (3.5). Using the chain rule again, we have 
(3.7) 
It was shown in [2] thai D,h, = h,(y) for 1’ = 1 ,2.3, and (3.6) follows. Now hypothesis (H5) implies 
D,P is continuous on T. 
As c approaches a point z’* on the boundary, (3.5) and (3.3) imply that D, P(U) approaches Q(L)*), 
where 
Q(r) I= 3 C (.:jk(Y)Bfjk(l’). 
i-j+k=2 
Note that in (3.5) and in this formula for Q(c), the coefficient (8 : 1 1(y) also depends on c. Clearly Q is 
a continuous function on CT. 
We now examine the derivative D,P on the boundary. Clearly, at the vertices of T, 
D,W,) = &&I). D,P(+) = duos DgP(c3) = &akd. (3.8) 
Hypothesis (H3) implies c3 1 1 1(c) - x1 for all r in the interior of the edge el. Thus, for such z’, Q(v) 
reduces to the derivative at 1‘ of the ordinary SBB-polynomial whose boundary coefficients are the 
same as those of P, and whose interior coefficient is J!. 0 
4. A Hermite interpolation method 
In this section we show how to use the hybrid patch introduced in the previous section to solve 
a Hermite version of the original interpolation problem (1. l), where we now specify derivative 
information at each data point ci. Suppose that for each i = 1, , n, g,? and g’ are noncollinear 
vectors. and that (z!, :f) are given real numbers. Then we seek a function s such that 
S(1.j) =,fi. D,;s(c;) = q’, Dgfs(q) = z;. (4.1) 
for i = I. . , II. We propose the following algorithm for solving this interpolation problem: 
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Algorithm 4.1. (1) Find a triangulation d = { Tj>j”;= i of S with vertices at the data points (Z;i>l= r, 
(2) for each triangle T = (uml, L’,,, L:,,) in d, choose the boundary coefficients of a cubic hybrid 
SBB-patch P, so that forj = 1.2.3, 
~Thl,) =.f;n, 3 D,; PT(~,,) = d,, 3 D,; PT(c’,,) = z;,, 3 
(3) for each triangle T choose the three additional parameters !x:, XT, 2; defining PT to make the 
following global function C’ continuous on S: 
( PT1(v), Z:E T1. 
s(c) = ; ..’ (4.2) 
j P~b(1.h 0~ T.v. 
Given a prescribed set of data points (z+~,;= I on the sphere, there are many possible triangula- 
tions using these points as vertices. One reasonable choice is the Delaunay triangulation which can 
be computed using the code of Renka [9]. 
Step (2) can be carried out using Lemma 2.1. Indeed, given the values for D,, s(t’i) and D92S(L.‘i), we 
can compute all of the derivatives needed in the lemma to get the boundary coefficient of PT. We 
now discuss how to do step (3). 
4. I. Computing the interior coejfkients 
In this section we present three methods for computing the parameters defining the interior 
coefficients of the interpolating hybrid patches. The goal is to choose these coefficients so that the 
overall interpolant (4.2) is C’. We consider only local methods, where the choice of the parameters 
for a patch PT depends only on information in the triangle T (or at most in a neighboring triangle). 
It suffices to explain how to compute one parameter, as the others can be done in a similar way. 
The first method is based on setting a cross-boundary derivative at the center of each edge of the 
triangulation. 
Method I. Given a triangle T = (rl, c2, c3), let 11: be the midpoint of the edge e := (cZ, Q), and let 
g = ~7~ x 1’2. This is a vector perpendicular to the plane spanned by c’~ and v3, and defines a cross 
derivative D, along e. Given a prescribed real number zn., by (3.5) we can make D,P(w) = z, by 
choosing 
Since b,(g) and B g,,(w) are both nonzero, this equation uniquely determines x1. 
It is easy to see that this construction leads to patches which join together to form a C’ surface 
on all of S. Indeed, for ~‘EY, D,P(v) = c~2,B~20(v) + CA, 1 Bg, i (tl) + c~02B&,2(2;), which is uniquely 
determined by the values of D,P(Q, D,P(bv), and D, P(L.~). 
This method requires a value for 2,. = D,f(w). In practice it may be necessary to estimate this 
quantity, see Section 6. Alternatively, x1 can be determined by forcing the cross-boundary 
derivative to be linear, see Remark 8.2. 
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Method II. For completeness, we now discuss a method suggested in the planar case by Foley and 
Opitz [6], although since it fails for certain triangulations (which are hard to identify in advance), 
we do not recommend using it in practice. It involves working on a pair of neighboring triangles. 
Suppose T and F are two adjoining triangles as shown in Fig. 1. Let P and P be the associated 
hybrid patches. We denote their boundary coefficients by cijk and Cijk, respectively. For a Co join, 
we must have FoJO = c030r cIoII = coZ1, toI = coIL, and Foo3 = coo3. We now show how to 
compute the parameters xl and E1 for these two patches. 
Suppose 
c’ 1 = i”c1 + SC’2 + tr,, Cl = El + iv2 + flJ3. 
Let p and @ be the ordinary SBB-polynomials with the same boundary coefficients as P and b, and 
with interior coefficients rl and E1, respectively. Then as shown in [2], the following two conditions 
are necessary for a C2 join between the two patches p and fi: 
L1 := - (‘210 + A210 + 2rsc,z() + 2rtxl + s2c030 + 2Sq)~, + t*co12 = 0, 
L* := - CZOl + r2c*()1 + 2r.m, + 2rtc,()2 + s~c()21 + 2srco12 + t2coo3 = 0. 
(4.3) 
We now add these equations together, and if the resulting coefficient Y(S + t) of x1 is nonzero, solve 
to get 
21 = [(C’ZlO + c?z()J - r2(c210 + c20,) - .S2((. 030 + (.021) - t’(c.012 + c.cm3) 
(4.4) 
- 2sr(co*l + C()I2) - 2r.w, *() - 2rrc ,,$2r(s + t). 
A similar computation with the other two C2 conditions 
(4.5) 
Fig. I. A pair of neighboring triangles 
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yields 
- 2s’f(co2, + co12) - 2KZi20 - 2?f?,,J!‘2r(.? + f). 
This method for computing x1 and G1 can only be applied when the factors r(s + t) and i’(? + f) 
are nonzero. It is easy to see that for all configurations of the triangles T and T’, r < 0 and r” < 0. 
However (in contrast to the planar case), s + r and i + fcan be zero for certain configurations. This 
happens, for example, when the points r2 and FZ are antipodal. 
We now show that if x1 and !? can be computed by the above formulae, then the two patches 
automatically join together with C’ continuity across their common edge (r2, p3). 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose P and P are two cubic hybrid SBB-patches on udjoining triangles with 
c’oeficients determined us above. Then P and P’ ,join with C’ contin&!’ ucross the common edge 
(c2. 1.3). 
Proof. It is easy to check that 
i;= 1 r. i = - s/r. f = - t/r. (4.7) 
As shown in [2], there are three C’ conditions to establish: 
M, := - (7120 + r(‘120 + SC030 + tc()z, = 0, 
M2 := - ?I + rxl + scozl + tcolZ = 0, 
M 3 := - Lllo2 + rclo3 + .scol z + tcO03 = 0. 
By the choice of the boundary coefficients, the first and third conditions are automatically satisfied. 
Inserting (4.4) and (4.6) in M, and using (4.7) along with the fact that M1 = M3 = 0, it is easy to 
check that M, = 0. q 
Method III. In Method II we have solved for the parameters xi and G1 by combining certain C2 
continuity conditions. However. in general, none of these four C” conditions will actually be 
satisfied. This suggests that we try to make them be satisfied in a least-squares sense, subject to side 
conditions which insure that the two adjacent patches P and p are C’ continuous across their 
common edge. We consider the following problem: 
minimize i Lf subject to Mz = 0. 
i= 1 
This is a standard constrained least squares problem, and can be solved for example by introducing 
a Lagrange multiplier i. to reduce it to a 3 x 3 linear system for x1, Si, and the i. We get 
8r2(s2 + t’)x, + ri = 4rt[tzlo - rzczlo - 2r.~c,~~~ - .szco3,~ - 2stcozl - t2co12] 
+ 40 [czo, - r2clo1 - 2rtc1 o3 - .s2c02 1 - 2stcOI 2 - t2c003], 
8?‘(s” + f’)<, - i = 4?f[r’210 - i’2:210 - 2/T?~2() - s2c030 - 2Sfcoz, - f2C()j2] 
+ 4E[c2(J* - l’2(‘zo, - 2?fF10Z - .?Q2 1 - 2.?fco,2 - f2coo3]: 
1’11 - 51 = - x02, - tc()12. 
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The determinant of this system is 
- 8r2[I’2(s* + r-2) + (s2 + P)] = - W(s2 + r2) 
(I++) 
Since r < 0. this determinant can only be zero ifs = f = 0. This happens if and only if z‘~ and fi2 are 
antipodal. 
4.2. Choice c~f the blending,firnctions A, 
There is a fair amount of leeway in selecting blending functions AI satisfying properties 
(Hl)-(H5) of Section 3. Here we discuss a choice which has been used in the planar case [6, 71. We 
give only the definition of A 1 as the definitions of A2 and A, are similar and are obtained by simply 
shifting indices. 
Example 4.3. Let HI be m positive inteyer, and let 
b$‘hT 
/ huh?,’ + b$‘h’;’ + h’;h’j” 
otherwise. 
(4-a) 
Discussion. For 1’ not at a vertex of T. 
?A, - rnb T- ‘b’;b”,‘(b’;’ + hl’) --= 
ib, D2 ’ 
iA, mb’“bF lb:” 1 ?A, mb’i’b~“‘b;” ’ -= -= 
?bz D* ’ ib3 D* * 
where D = b;‘b’;’ + h:hT + b?bl;. It is now easy to check that all of the properties (Hl)-(H5) hold. 
In particular. 0 < A, (L’) < 1 for all L’E T. 0 
This type of blending function was used in the planar case by Foley and Opitz [6] with m = 1, 
and by Goodman and Said [7] with M = 2. These kinds of rational functions have also been used to 
construct certain bubblefunctiorzs for use in the finite-element method, see [l, S]. 
4.3. Properties of’the hj.hrid intetplunt 
Before giving some numerical experiments to illustrate the performance of our hybrid inter- 
polation method, we make some general remarks about its properties, and compare it to the 
Clough-Tocher macro element method discussed in [4]. 
Storuoe: To store a hybrid interpolant. we have to store one coefficient for each vertex of the 
triangulation, two coefficients for each edge, and three coefficients for each triangle. Assuming there 
are V vertices and using the formula E = 3V - 6 for the number of edges and N = 2V - 4 for the 
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number of triangles, we see that the total storage is 13 V - 24. Referring to [4, Table l] we see that 
this is less than one-half the amount required for the Clough-Tocher method. 
Evuluatio~ To evaluate a hybrid interpolant at a vertex of a triangle T, we simply use the 
formulae (3.4). To evaluate it at any other point u in T, we first compute the value of cl ii (Y), and 
then use the de Casteljau algorithm [a]. For the kinds of weight functions suggested in Section 4.2, 
computing ct i i(c) involves only a few operations. Thus, the total cost of a hybrid evaluation is 
essentially the same as an evaluation of a CloughhTocher interpolant, since the latter also requires 
testing to find which of the three subtriangles of T contains c. 
Precision: It was shown in [4] that the Clough-Tocher method gives exact results when applied 
to data taken from a cubic SBB-polynomial. The following theorem shows that if the parameters of 
our hybrid interpolant are chosen by any of the methods in Section 4.1, then it is also exact for 
cubic SBB-polynomials. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose j‘is a cubic SBB-polynomial, und that s is the piecewise hybrid cubic patch 
which interpolutes f and its derivatives at the vertices of a triangulation A, where the interior Bkzier 
c.o@cients are computed b}’ any qj” the methods in Section 4.1. Then s -f: 
Proof. Fix a triangle T in the triangulation A, and suppose we writefin the form (2.1). Consider the 
interpolating patch P, associated with a triangle T. In view of Lemma 2.1, the boundary 
coefficients of P7. must agree with those off: Moreover, it is easy to check that for all three methods 
the three parameters defining cT ii i (t.) are equal to the interior coefficient ci i i of,J: Now in view of 
our hypothesis (H2) on the weight functions, it follows that (ST, i(v) = cl i i for all C’E ?, and so 
PT -,f’on T. 0 
5. Numerical results with exact derivatives 
We have conducted a number of experiments to compare the hybrid method with the methods 
discussed in [4], using the same setup as used there. In particular. we suppose that exact data is 
taken from the test function. 
f(x. ~9, z) = 1 + .x8 + e’? + e”’ + 10.~~1 (5.1) 
at the vertices of the sequence of regular triangulations il, . . . , A7 used in [4], A i has six vertices, 
one at each of the intersections of the s. y. and z axes with the unit sphere. For each I3 2, Al is 
obtained from Al- 1 by subdividing each triangle in Alp i into four subtriangles. These triangula- 
tions have 6, 18, 66, 258, 1026, 4098, and 16386 vertices, respectively. 
To show the performance of the hybrid method, we compute the maximum relative error 
between the hybrid interpolant and the true function on certain discrete sets of points on the 
sphere. In particular, when working with A,, the error is measured on the discrete grid V, defined in 
[4]. Each such grid contains approximately 1 million points. All computations were done in double 
precision. 
Table 1 shows the results obtained using Methods I-III to compute interior coefficients, and the 
blending functions given in Example 4.3 with 111 = 1. For comparison purposes, the last column 
shows the errors obtained with the Clough-Tocher interpolant described in [4]. The NC in the row 
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Table I 
Error for hybrid and CT methods 
Method I 
3, I .06 ( - I ) 
JL 4.39 ( -2) 
-3 1 1.05 (-2) 
.I, I.07 (-3) 
-Ii 7.62 ( - 5) 
13: 1 4.89 3 03 (-6) I 7
Method II Method 111 
NC 
7.05 ( - 2) 
1.05 (-2) 
1.07 (-3) 
7.62 ( - 5) 
4.8’1 ( -6) 
3.03 ( - 7) 
NC 
7.05 ( -2) 
I.05 l-2) 
1.07 (-3) 
7.62 ( - 5) 
4.89 (-6) 
3.03 ( ~ 7) 
CT Method 
1.06(-l) 
4.42 ( - 2) 
1.05 (-2) 
1.07 (-3) 
7.62 ( ~ 5) 
4.89 ( -6) 
3.03 (-7) 
corresponding to d 1 stands for “not computable”. It occurs because for the triangulation A i, for 
some pairs of triangles the vertices cl and r, of Fig. 1 are antipodal: and as discussed in Section 4.1, 
Methods IT and III cannot be used in this case. 
Except for AZ (which has only 18 vertices). the errors for all three hybrid methods are almost 
exactly the same as those for the Clough-Tocher method. We also tried other triangulations and 
other test functions, and in all cases got comparable results for the three methods and the 
Clough-Tocher method. 
To explore the effect of choosing different values of rlz in the blending functions (429, we repeated 
the above computations with 1~ = 2. 5, 50, 10 000. We found that there is not much difference in the 
results. 
6. Estimating derivatives 
In the original interpolation problem (1.1) we are given only function values at scattered data 
points. But the hybrid method requires three pieces of information at each data point: a value, and 
two directional derivatives. Moreover. if we use Method I to compute the interior coefficients, we 
also need cross-boundary information at the center of each edge. Thus. to construct a hybrid 
interpolant. we first have to estimate the missing derivative information. 
6. I. A deeriratire estimation algorithm 
In this subsection we consider the following problem: 
Let ,j’be a smooth function defined on the sphere S and let c” ES. Given a vector y, find an 
estimate for the directional derivative D,,/‘(v*) based on the values offat points W := {w,}~= i 
on S. 
This is the usual numerical differentiation problem, except that here it is posed on the sphere. 
The standard approach is to use the data to construct an approximation p to f, and then use 
D,p(r*) as an estimate of D,,f‘(c*). Since we are working on the sphere, it is natural to choose an 
SBB-polynomial for the approximant. We are led to the following algorithm. 
Algorithm6.1. (1) Choose a triangle T, and let (Bfjk)i-j+hZd be the associated spherical Bernstein 
basis polynomials. 
(2) find Cijk SO that 
p(c) = c (*ijkBgjk(l’) 
i+j-k=d 
minimizes 
i MM’,.) -.f’b~,)12, 
\=1 
(3) compute D,p(c,*) as an estimate of D,f(r*). 
Step (2) involves solving a standard discrete least squares problem: and reduces to solving 
a linear System for the COeffiCientS c’ijk. In Step (3) we use the fOrmuh (3.5) to compute D,~(Y*). 
6.2. Choice of T 
Theoretically. in Step (1) of Algorithm 6.1 it does not matter which triangle we choose to define 
the Bernstein basis functions Byjk. However. in practice the choice of T does have a considerable 
effect on the condition of the system of equations for the ('ijk, and on the accuracy of the estimate. 
To illustrate the effect of varying the size and location of T, we present some numerical results 
using cubic SBB-polynomials (d = 3) to estimate the derivative D,f(z,*) for the function 
f = .Y + J’ + 2, where I’* = (1, 0,O) and t/ = (0. 0, 1). We choose the data set LV to consist of 15 
random data points with spherical coordinates (0, 4) in the interval [- 10,. 10 1. 
Table 2 shows the effect of varying the size of T. The quantity /j in the table controls the size of 
the triangle T = (cl- c~, c3) on which the basis functions are defined. For each /?. T is a symmetric 
triangle centered about c*. such that the angles between the r* and the vectors c:; are equal to p, 
measured in degrees. The first vertex of T is located at the point with spherical coordinates (/I, 0). 
The second column of the table gives the condition numbers of the corresponding linear systems. 
The third column of the table lists the errors lD,.f’(r*) - D,p(~*)l. 
Table 3 illustrates the effect of varying the lor~ulion c$ T. Each row in the table corresponds to 
using the same triangle used in the third row of Table 3, but translated so that its center lies at the 
Table 3 Table 3 
Effect of triangle size on derivative estma- 
tion 
Effect of triangle location on derivative 
estimation 
Condition Error 
I 6.9 (5) 3.3 I - IO) 
5 5.4 (21 1.3 l-14) 
IO 3.1 (31 1.01-13) 
10 3.2 (5) 7.9 ( - I?) 
40 5.4 17) 12-11) 
Condition Error 
0 ?.I (3) I.0 (- 13) 
5 5.6 (4) 5.4 (-13) 
IO 3.6 (6) 4.9 (- 12) 
20 I.? (9) 2.1 (-101 
35 2.5 (12) 6.2 (-81 
90 I.0 (141 I.1 1-61 
point with spherical coordinates (;*. 0) instead of at the point r* with spherical coordinates (0,O). As 
in Table 2, we list the condition numbers of the corresponding linear systems, and the errors 
lP,fk*) - nqP(c*)I. 
Since the function ,f= s + ~3 + 3 is itself a cubic, with 15 data points the least square SBB- 
polynomial should fit exactly. and we should get an exact estimate for the derivative. Thus, the 
errors shown in the two tables are due solely to numerical errors arising in setting up and solving 
the least squares problem. The tables clearly show that both the condition number and accuracy 
are affected by the size of /? and ;!. Triangles which are too small, too large. or too far away from the 
data set result in higher condition numbers and loss of accuracy. 
In this section we have illustrated the effect of varying the size and location of T. However, for 
a given set W of data. both the condition number and error also depend on the shape and orientation 
of T. Thus, in general, finding the best possible T would be computationally very expensive. 
6.3. ilutomatic selectiorl qf’ T 
For practical applications, it is important to have an automatic process for selecting a good 
triangle T. Our numerical experience suggests that it is best to choose T just large enough to 
contain most of the data points in W. We propose the following procedure: 
(1) Compute the unit vector c,. = MS,.: ‘1 M‘, 11, where N‘,. = (u)~ + . + \I..~). 
(2) Choose T to be a symmetric triangle centered at I’, which is as small as possible so that the 
inscribed disk contains all of the points in W. 
For the data in Table 2, this procedure leads to a triangle T = (rl, I’~, c3) such that the angles 
between L’,. and the l’i are all equal to 13 The corresponding condition number in 3.3 (3) and the 
associated error is 9.8 (- 14). These numbers compare quite favorably with the choice fl = 5 which 
gave the best error in the table. 
The overall performance of the numerical differentiation procedure depends on the smoothness 
of,f; the number of data points in W, how close they are to the point I.* of interest, and how they are 
distributed in a disk around I.*. 
To get some feeling for how well numerical differentiation performs in a typical situation, we 
computed estimates for the derivative D,f‘(r*) of the functionfdefined in (5.1) and compared them 
with the true values. The basis triangles were computed using the automatic method of the previous 
section. 
Table 3 shows the results for I.* = (1,O. 0) and $1 = (O,O, 1). It is based on a collection of data sets 
W,,,j with li = 12, 15. 30 and fl = 1. 5, 10. 20,40. where the set W,,, contains k random points 
whose polar coordinates (0. 4) in degrees lie in the interval [-fi. /I]. For each choice of k and /?, the 
table lists the error lD,,f‘(r.*) - D,p(z~*)i. 
As expected, for all choices the k. the error increases monotonically as we increase the spread of 
the data points. However, the behavior as we varied k is a little unexpected. In most cases k = 15 
gave better results than li = 12. but also better results than k = 30. We observed the same behavior 
in tests on a number of other functions. 
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Table 4 
Effect of size and spread of data sets 
12 data I5 data 30 data 
I 1.410 (-6) 6.493 ( - 7) 8.809 I - 7) 
5 1.751 (-5) 8.047 ( - 5) 1.096 (-4) 
10 1.373 (-3) 6.289 (-3) 8.639 ( -4) 
‘0 1.014 (-2) 4.504 (-3) 6.525 ( - 3) 
40 5.892 ( -2) 2.289 ( -2) 4.255 ( -2) 
6.5. Application to h?*brid inter*polation 
We return now to the problem of solving the interpolation problem (1.1) using the hybrid 
interpolation method based on a triangulation d with vertices at the data points I/ := (tii}l= r. As 
pointed out above, to construct the hybrid interpolant, we need to estimate two derivatives at each 
vertex (and if Method I is used to compute interior coefficients, also one derivative at the center of 
each edge of the triangulation). 
Suppose r* is the point where we need to estimate a derivative corresponding to the direction g. 
Since we are working with cubic SBB-polynomials, it is natural to use a cubic SBB-polynomial to 
compute the estimated derivative D,,f(r*). Since p has 10 coefficients, in order to apply Algorithm 
6.1, we have to choose a set LV,. of at least 10 data points near u*. Assuming that we do not have 
additional data at our disposal, we have to choose these points from I/. 
The simplest way to choose kV,.* is to take the N points in V which are closest to P*, based on 
their geodesic distances from 1’ *. However, generally we will get better estimates if the points are 
somewhat uniformly distributed around c *, As in the planar case, it is possible to design algorithms 
to achieve this by looking at more than N points in choosing I+‘,... 
7. Piumerical results with estimated derivatives 
To illustrate the effect of using estimated derivatives, we reran the experiments of Section 5 for 
the same function (5.1). using Method I for calculating interior coefficients. This time, however, we 
do not use exact derivatives, but instead compute estimates by the method of Section 6, using the 
triangle constructed by the automatic procedure described there. 
Table 5 shows the results for the hybrid interpolant based on the triangulations d,: d,, dg. For 
each dl, the needed derivatives were estimated based on values of,fat the vertices of dr, itself, using 
only the 15 closest points for each estimate. The columns marked E,. E2, El give the relative errors 
measured by Eb = eb “1 ,f”l~. where 
d, := max I/(rlf) - .s(qf.) 1, 
\ 
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Table 5 
Effect of estimated derivatives on hybrid interpolation 
Exact E, E2 El 
A3 1.049 (-2) 3.112(-2) 6.018 (-3) 4.023 ( - 3) 
A4 1.073 (-3) 3.057 ( ~ 3) 3.649 (-4) 2.306 ( - 4) 
A, 7.631 (-5) 1.831 (-3) I.651 t-5) I.041 (-5) 
Table 6 
Error for the hybrid interpolant on JJ using II data 
points 
66 3.112(-2) 6.018 
100 2.078 ( - 2) 4.498 
150 2.570 ( - 2) 3.708 
200 2.446 ( - 2) 2.966 
% 1.049 (-2) 1.533 
-3) 4.023 
-3) 3.390 
-3) 2.421 
-3) I.852 
-3) 9.853 
-3) 
-3) 
-3) 
-3) 
-31 
and L’, = [qt.j~;l;=, are the sets of N = 1048 578 points on the sphere defined in [4]. The column 
marked Exact gives the value of E, when exact derivatives are used. We see that in all cases, the 
errors with estimated derivatives are only a few times larger than with exact derivative data. 
In some applications we may have a large set of data points U. but we want to construct an 
interpolant based on a triangulation with fewer vertices. In this case we can select a subset I/ of 
U to use as vertices for the triangulation d on which the hybrid interpolant is based, but continue 
to use all of the points of U in estimating derivatives. To get an idea of how this works, we again 
consider interpolating the function ,f in (5.1). We choose I/ to be the set of 66 vertices of the 
triangulation A3 in Section 5. To see what happens when more data is available to estimate 
derivatives, we constructed sets c’, from I’ by adding an additional 11 - 66 data points, chosen 
randomly on the sphere. Table 6 shows the results for 11 = 66. 100. 150.200. For comparison 
purposes, we also list the errors obtained using exact derivatives in the row labelled y1 = a. 
As the table shows, the relative maximum error using estimated derivatives is only a few times 
worse than the relative maximum error using exact derivatives. It also shows that using more data 
points to estimate derivatives does not necessarily improve E,, but both El and EL, which measure 
average error, do decrease as n increases. 
8. Remarks 
Remark 8.1. A surface .Y in R” of the form 
.y’ := ((T(L.) := p(Lgr: Z~ES), 
where p is a continuous, positive, real-valued function defined on the unit sphere 9 is called 
a sphere-like surface. The entire Bernstein-Bezier theory developed in [2-41 applies to general 
sphere-like surfaces, and thus our hybrid method also extends immediately to such surfaces. 
Remark 8.2. In the planar case, Goodman and Said [7] suggested a scheme similar to our 
Method 1 for choosing the parameters defining the interior coefficients (‘I 1 1. In particular, to 
determine the parameter %I associated with a triangle T = (c,, c2, cj), they forced the cross- 
boundary derivative along the edge (c,, L.~) to be a linear polynomial rather than a quadratic one. 
This approach eliminates the need to provide a value for the cross-boundary derivative at the 
center of the edge. and also works in the spherical case. However, as pointed out in [6], piecewise 
cubic surfaces whose cross-boundary derivatives are only linear are visibly less smooth than those 
without the restriction. In practice we have to compute estimates for derivatives at the vertices, and 
so it is no additional burden to also compute them at the midpoints of edges. 
Remark 8.3. The blending idea presented here can also be used to create a C2 quintic hybrid patch 
as was done in the planar case in Chang and Said [S]. Now we take 
P(r) = c "ij,kBiSjk(L'), (8.1) 
i+j+h=S 
with 
C’ijh = Cijk(L’) = 1 C’ijk,lz4/(hl, h2,bJ), (8.2) 
I=1 
for (i.j, k)~% := ((2,2, I), (2, 1,2), (I, 2.2);. The blending functions Al can be chosen as in 
Example 4.3, but here we need m > 2 to insure C’ continuity between adjoining patches. In this 
case we can use derivative information up to order 2 at each vertex to determine all coefficients of 
the patch except for those with subscripts in %. For each 1 = 1,2,3, the three coefficients Cijk,l with 
(i,j, k)~ % can be determined from the value of the perpendicular cross derivative at a point in the 
interior of the edge e,, and the values of the second order perpendicular cross derivative at two 
other points in the interior of the edge r,. This is the analog of our Method I above. 
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